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newsletter is a forum to keep members, patrons
and supporters up-to-date with the activities of the organization. It offers us an opportunity to fulfill the third
part of our mandate, which, along with “preserving and
recording” our local history, is to let the public know of
our historical endeavours and discoveries.
I’d like to focus on just 3 activities today. The first
concerns an application which we have made to the Trillium Foundation to support our desire to archive all of
our print and other media holdings. Since the beginnings
of the Pioneer Club in 1972, the organization has been
collecting stories, tapes, documents such as land grants
and family histories, photographs, reports, magazines
and books. This represents a huge amount of material
which at the moment is stored on computer or in various
ways in the museum. It all desperately needs to be organized, so that anyone doing research on a family, or
any local topic, will be able to find necessary information quickly, after having determined that the information actually exists! Hopefully we will hear about the
fate of this application in time to get set up and hire
someone to do the work by the beginning of the new
year. Our request is for a two year time line, as we really
don’t know how long it will take someone to accomplish
this task.
The second item I would like to draw to your attention is the reprinting of the The Sunset of Bon Echo.
Originally published from 1916 to 1920 by Flora MacDonald Denison, these six slim volumes are treasuretroves of information about Bon Echo Inn and Flora’s
various interests, including the suffragette movement
and spiritualism. These works have long been out of
print, with selected issues available in Rare Books stores
and on ebay. Skootamatta Lake cottager Bob Blatchford,
began the project of having Flora’s works reprinted. In
partnership with Stuart MacKinnon, Jim Oborne, the
Friends of Bon Echo and the Cloyne and District Historical Society, Bob achieved his goal this past summer.
Since their arrival in the museum the first of August, the
volumes have been selling very well.
The third activity is the preparation for the fifth edition of The Oxen and the Axe. An editorial board of
five—Ian Brumell, Margaret Axford, Eileen Flieler,
Carolyn McCulloch, Carol Morrow—has been working
diligently over the summer to edit the 4th edition. An
index will be added and every attempt will be made to
clean up or replace blurred photographs. Look for more
information in the spring newsletter.
On behalf of the Board of Directors, I would like to
wish everyone a happy and safe winter, and a joyous
Christmas season.
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MERA Weavers Display

Part of the display set up in the Barrie Township
Hall by the MERA Weavers’ group from MacDonald’s Corners. The display which ran from Fri.
Aug. 10 to Sun. Aug. 12, was a wonderful exhibit of
the intricacies of the entire process of weaving,
from the raw flax
into linen yarn,
and into beautiful
products,from
placemats to rugs
and scarves.

Ellen Good, master weaver, combing the flax and,
below, instructing
Historical Society
member,
Georgina Hughes.

Bauder Farm, Hwy 506

In the March edition we asked “Who is this
man?” This horseman has been identified as
Arthur Bauder. Arthur shows up in the 1901
Barrie township census at age 12 with his parents Richard and Eliza (Mills) Bauder, and 3
younger sisters Almeda, Louisa and Eveline.
The Bauder family was originally German and
settled in the Mohawk Valley of New York
state. There were family also in upper NY state
in the Jefferson County area. At some point in
time, Bauders migrated to the Verona area of
Frontenac county and at least one branch came
to the Fernleigh area. Other spellings of the
name are Bader, Bauter, or Border. Richard
Bauder was a son of John Nelson Bauder (b.
1824) and Charlotte Burleigh md. 1851 in Portland Tp. They are buried in Verona. Richard
and Eliza are buried in Northbrook United.

Thanks!
to everyone
who
contributed
photos for this
issue.

This Was Yesterday
by Christina Hermer
Christina’s history of Denbigh is being re-printed
this fall. If you would like to order a copy, please
contact Judy Berndt at 613-333-2203, or
pioneer@mazinaw.on.ca
Copyright, November 2007, Cloyne and District Historical Society
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Financial Report

Patron Committee Report

Ian Brumell, Treasurer

Marcella Neely

The current finances of the Cloyne & District His-

As we look back on our 2007 activity, we see

torical Society (CDHS) are once again sound, with
funds in the bank and all bills paid. The summer
started out rather ominously with Industry Canada
(Services Canada) turning down our request for student funding which we have received other years.
They even went to a second round of grants when
there was a country-wide objection to various heritage-oriented organizations being turned down for
the initial funding as well. Unfortunately, we didn’t
make the cut on this second round either, since we
had not received any funding the previous year.
Heritage and the Arts are not priorities with the Federal government.
Needless to say, we endured and were able to
hire two students for work in the Museum this past
summer. The sales and donations from the Museum
almost pay for the students we hire, which means
that profit from the Museum is minimal; however, it
was not necessary to go into debt to pay our students. Krissy Malcolm & Holly Lemke did a great
job for us.
As of mid October, the CDHS bank balance
stands at just over $5,600, with no debts. This reflects a $3,000 drawdown of our reserves to meet
cash flow concerns at the beginning of the summer.
Those borrowed funds will be repaid to the reserve
fund before year end.
The financial statements show a net income (profit)
at the end of September of $806. This does not include additional funds which have been received in
October, such as grant money for operational expenses from the Provincial Ministry of Culture and a
small top-up funding grant for students which comes
from provincial student funding, administered by
Loyalist College.
Various programs and events through the summer
season have contributed to our positive bottom line;
programs like our Patron’s program, the bake sales
and various bus tours, all have had a very positive
effect on the finances of the CDHS.
All of the above points favourably to the efforts we
are putting into the reprinting of our flagship publication, The Oxen & the Axe. This should go to print
by early in 2008 and will be available for sale next
Spring. This, of course will, cause a drain on the financial reserves, but should pay us well over the
years of its sale.

supporters from far and near. Sincere thanks to
all you folks from Cloyne, Corbyville, London,
Tweed, Guelph, Belleville, Arden, Denbigh,
Ajax, Plevna, Tillsonburg, Kaladar, Cobourg,
Northbrook, Kingston, Flinton, Sharbot Lake,
Foxboro, Manotick and Chaffey’s Lock.
We are grateful for the accomplishments
made possible by your donations.
During the 2007 Museum you helped with
the purchase of a display unit, necessary repairs and other maintenance to the building,
hydro and many other operating expenses.
For only $25 a year museum patrons enjoy
the privilege of attending functions and meetings of the Cloyne and District Historical Society, receive semi annual newsletters and are
issued a charitable donation receipt to use for
income tax purposes. We welcome additional
museum patrons and encourage a gift of patron
enrolment to family and friends.
With pride, we watch our charitable dollars
at work in our own community. We are helping
to preserve local history and trying to keep our
artifacts from drifting away to exhibits outside
our area. In the museum we store genealogy
and encourage every family from Griffith to
Ompah to Flinton to Kaladar to file their family tree with us for preservation for future generations.
For more information, please contact us at
Box 228, Cloyne, or pioneer @mazinaw.on.ca,
or pop in at a monthly meeting of the C&DHS.
Coming up is our “Old Fashioned Christmas” family get-together on Saturday, December 8th at 1:00 pm. Please join us at the
Barrie Township Hall!

If you are interested, complete financial accounting
is available to all members. An email request to the
Society is all that is needed for us to send one out.
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BLAKE ISLAND
named in memory of
Flying Officer William Vincent Blake DFC
(Distinguished Flying Cross)
for giving his life in the service of his country
and for
"great gallantry in the performance of his duty while serving
with No. 428 Squadron of the Royal Canadian Air Force" during WWII
Your resting place is not known
but your courage will forever be remembered here
Presented July, 2007
Cloyne and District Historical Society
was a very emotional and personal time. This
is a close family, all of them sharing a deep
love for one another, a sharp intelligence, and
notable strength of character. We felt very
privileged to be able to share this moment with
them.

This past Canada Day was the occasion for a
very special ceremony on Blake Island in
Skootamatta Lake. The island is named for
Dick Blake’s brother, William, whose heroism
in the Second World War has never been fully
acknowledged by the government of this country. While he had been awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross for previous exploits,
William’s final act of courage, following a
heavy bombardment near the coast of Sweden,
was to see that his crewmates were able to bail
out safely, knowing that he himself would die
when the plane went down. All 6 of those
crewmates survived; William’s body was
never found.
Our involvement in this very moving story
came about through Eleanor St. Amand, a
neighbour of the Blake Island residents and a
member of the Historical Society. She made us
aware of the history of the island, which has
been written by Joanne Volpe, a member of
one of the three families on the island, the
Blakes, the Volpes, and the Meikles. Conversations with Joanne led to a decision that the
Historical Society would provide a plaque to
commemorate this man’s heroism.
Dick and Edna Blake have been cottagers
on Skootamatta Lake for decades. This July 1,
three of their four children, and the families of
all 4, gathered at the family compound for the
dedication, which for William’s brother, Dick,

Hopefully, the Blake Island plaque will remind
future generations of the family of the bravery
of one of their ancestors.

Lorraine Bleeker—Condolences go the family
and friends of Lorraine Bleeker who died suddenly this past Thanksgiving weekend in Flinton. She was the daughter of Flinton historian
Wilfred Laurier Lessard. Lorraine will be
missed by all who knew her.
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Adolphustown Field Trip

President’s Message

Margaret Axford

Margaret Axford

Our June field trips, which have become a regular routine

This newsletter is a forum to keep members, pa-

now, are designed to give us new experiences as well as
provide an opportunity for some fun, and in many ways
resemble a trip of students on a similar outing!
This past June’s trip to the Loyalist Cultural Centre in
Adolphustown was no exception. As director Brandt Zatterberg pointed out to us, there are many connections between “the north” and “the south” of Lennox and Addington County. Family names echo across the great divide of
Highway 7, as youngest, or perhaps the more adventurous,
sons of Loyalist families with small land holdings in the
south came north to the timbering companies, or to the
mines, to make their own lives among the rocks and lakes.
Looking at the tombstones in the Loyalist cemetery on the
property of the Centre brings home to us just how long this
county has been settled, the immense struggles which
these people endured, and the peace which is finally theirs.
On a brilliantly sunny, warm afternoon in June, it was easy
to imagine the relief which they must have felt after their
long journey to have a home at last, and on days like this, a
beautiful one. Much the same sentiments were felt during
our exploration of Old Hay Bay Church, another destination well worth the trip.
Quakers had settled in Adolphustown in 1784 holding
religious gatherings in private homes. In the 1790s a frame
meeting house would be erected on this site.

trons and supporters up-to-date with the activities
of the organization. It offers us an opportunity to
fulfill the third part of our mandate, which, along
with “preserving and recording” our local history,
is to let the public know of our historical endeavours and discoveries.
I’d like to focus on just 2 activities today. The
first concerns an application which we have made
to the Trillium Foundation to support our desire to
archive all of our print and other media holdings.
Since the beginnings of the Pioneer Club in 1972,
the organization has been collecting stories, tapes,
documents such as land grants and family histories, photographs, reports, magazines and books.
This represents a huge amount of material which
at the moment is stored on computer or in various
ways in the museum. It all desperately needs to be
organized, so that anyone doing research on a
family, or any local topic, will be able to find necessary information quickly, after having determined that the information actually exists! Hopefully we will hear about the fate of this application in time to get set up and hire someone to do
the work by the beginning of the new year. Our
request is for a two year time line, as we really
don’t know how long it will take someone to accomplish this task.
The second item I would like to draw to your
attention is the reprinting of the “The Sunset of
Bon Echo”. Originally published from 1916 to
1920 by Flora MacDonald Denison, these six slim
volumes are treasure-troves of information about
Bon Echo Inn and Flora’s various interests, including the suffragette movement and spiritualism. These works have long been out of print,
with selected issues available in Rare Books
stores and on ebay. Skootamatta Lake cottager
Bob Blatchford, began the project of having
Flora’s works reprinted. In partnership with Stuart
MacKinnon, Jim Oborne, the Friends of Bon
Echo and the Cloyne and District Historical Society, Bob achieved his goal this past summer.
Since their arrival in the museum the first of August, the volumes have been selling very well.
On behalf of the Board of Directors, I would
like to wish everyone a happy and safe winter,
and a joyous Christmas season.

And then there was the fun of getting lost. A trip home
along part of the Salmon River, through the lovely villages
of Lonsdale and Forest Mills led us at one point into a
farmer’s field, where a road out of Lonsdale finally ran out
of steam. Our own intrepid bus driver, John Bolton, took
this in stride, and with only a few snide remarks about the
competence of his navigator, which were probably well
deserved, managed to get us out of the field and headed
more or less in the right direction. Then there was the construction, and the oncoming bus, to contend with. You had
to be there, but it certainly was exciting!
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Flora Macdonald Denison

Flora Macdonald Denison, the author of most of
the articles in this work, and its editor, was born
in a shack on the Skootamatta River, during a
snowstorm in 1867. She taught school in French
Settlement, now a ghost town, when she was just
out of school. Later, she became a modiste for
Simpson’s in Toronto, and then started a dress
firm, designing apparel for the elite of Rosedale.
At the same time, she was a driving force in the
women’s movement for suffrage in the years 1890
to 1920.

Read and enjoy this reprint of her work which
gives you some idea of the breadth of her concerns. She summered here on Mazinaw during
the first two decades of the twentieth century,
and must have been in touch with the spirit and
nature of this place. Flora died in Toronto in
1921.
Stuart MacKinnon
July 2007

If you are interested in buying The Sunset of Bon Echo, priced at $29.95 for the set,
it is available through this newsletter, and
once spring arrives, from the museum itself
and at the Greystones Gift Shop at Bon Echo
Park. Just send an email to
<pioneer@mazinaw.on.ca> or call
613.336.2203. We can make arrangements
for delivery. Obviously, if mailing is involved, there will be an extra cost.

A HOPE FOR PEACE
The dark ages of sacrifice are gone,
Or so we think;
But as each day goes by,
Some one of us must pay the price.
The timbre of our souls is tried
By Mighty Hands
Plucking at the harp-strings
Of the universe.

Flora was a strong figure in the Theosophical
Society of Toronto, and took part in séances with
others of that movement, both in the city and here
at Bon Echo. In addition, she had quite a strong
urge to write fiction. She published “Mary Melville, the Psychic”, as well as a weekly column for
the Toronto World called “Under the Pines”. She
also organized a society to forward the poetry of
Walt Whitman. The Sunset of Bon Echo was her
publication devoted to the democratic ideals of
Whitman.

Oh God will ever ‘gain
The tone be pure, as once it was
In Eden’s Garden, long ago?
Or always, will
The pettiness of undeveloped souls
Strike the one discordant note,
That e’er would spoil
The Messiah’s perfect symphony?

If, ever, should that time do come,
When all the strings
In exquisite tune shall be,
Will all that beauty be too much to bear?
And hearts burst,
In their ecstasy?
Gene Brown
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fire direction. The watchman would report the
compass direction, distance and size of the fire to
fire headquarters by bush phone line. These lines
were supplied by Ellery Thompson of
Northbrook, Sproule in Plevna, and Burgess in
Denbigh.

Fire Towers of Our Area
John Bolton

For anyone born after 1970, knowledge of fire
towers is limited to Ranger Gord on the Red
Green Show. However, for the most part of the
preceding century, fire towers played a very important role in the minimizing of fire damage to
Ontario forests and the settlements nestled in
them. Bill Graham, editor of the Madawaska
Highlander, has given permission to use parts of
his story in the March/April 2006 edition featuring the history and construction of the tower system.
The “Great Fire of 1903”, which was the last
major fire in the north part of Lennox and
Addington and south part of Renfrew Counties,
raged out of control because there were no fire
warning systems in place. Fortunately there were
no fatalities, but thousands of acres of timber
were destroyed. An extensive fire in Northern
Ontario in the Porcupine area in 1914 saw 781
square miles (500,000 acres) burned. 73 deaths
were recorded, but it is believed many more perished working in the bush. Towns of Pottsville,
Cochrane and Porcupine were entirely destroyed.
The first fire towers, or lookouts, were
wooden structures, built around the start of the
20th century after World War I. The first ones
were approximately 35 feet in height, but these
were abandoned as the forest grew up around
them. The building of steel towers 80 feet high
was begun in the 1920s and 1930s. By the 1960s,
towers erected in Ontario were in the 100 ft.
range. Towers were erected by the Department of
Lands and Forests. Some of the first structures
were built with too light a material and swayed
badly in high winds. Then they began building
them with heavier material and cement block
bases. The material was hauled by horses to these
high elevations. When one tower made from the
lighter material and not bolted down properly
blew over in high winds, knowledge on better
construction was gained quickly.
Tower watchman was a seasonal job, May 1st
to October 1st. Most fire locations were reported
by using two towers to pinpoint the spot. There
would be a map of the area mounted on the table
and a compass-like tool would be used to plot the

Area Fire Tower Map, Gary Long Website
Ashby Lake Tower was located on the high
hill behind the Pettifer farm (Mr. & Mrs. Bill
Snider reside there now). Philip Plotz Sr. was the
first towerman, followed by Les Mountenay,
who was the ranger for many years at this site.
At one time there was a wooden tower on
the high hill west of Meeks’ Flat. This tower had
a crows-nest type of lookout and it was manned
by Bryce Brown.
The next watch tower south was at Skootamatta, but was a ranger cabin rather than a tower.
The ranger was a “fire chaser”. A Mr. Marrisett
worked this location for many years. A local
story tells that when he was investigating the location of a fire he came upon a couple of local
lads waiting with shovels in their hands. It was
not uncommon for fires to be set as “make work”
projects, but it was difficult to prove. The last
years of this location, Harry Meeks was the
ranger. He reports that the phone line to the cabin
was simple—one line in and one line out. When
this operation ceased, Harry went to work at the
Ranger Camp on Mazinaw Lake.
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The Grimsthorpe Tower was a log camp with
the tower built on top of it. Charlie Snider (Ted’s
father) manned it, and was also designated a “smoke
chaser”. He would receive a call from another tower
about smoke spotted, check the compass to verify
the location, and then investigate. The compass was
half the size of the table and would pinpoint the location with remarkable accuracy. Ted Snider remembers spending time with his Dad at this location when he was approximately six years old.
There was a spur from the Picton/Bancroft railway
line to a lumber mill in there that moved lumber to
the main line. If Charlie needed supplies, he would
take the gasoline car down the spur line to
MacMurray’s store in Gilmour. When Charlie was
going home, he would walk the telephone line to
Ashby Lake and be picked up there.
The Gilmour Tower, manned for many years by
Harry Ellis, replaced the Grimsthorpe tower. It
could be seen on a clear day from the Kaladar tower
and from “Candy Mountain” along the hydro line
south of Cloyne.
The Mountain Grove tower was manned for
many years by Gerald Wilkes. Forest growth was
hindering the view and when it was no longer in
use, it was not dismantled. It could be seen from
Highway #7 near the O’Reilly Lake turn.
Arnold Boomhour was the ranger in the Kaladar
Tower from 1959-1968. He tells me of observing a
local lad setting the blueberry hills on fire. When
questioned, he told Arnold he was looking for berries; when asked why he had no berry pails, his
story was he left them in the bush for when the berries did come on. Another time, he observed a
neighbour setting his raccoon traps. After he left,
another neighbour and his sons came along, sprung
the traps and stole them.
Arnold tells me that when his son Coleman was
about 2-1/2 years old, he made a sling to carry him
up the ladder and he would stay with him in the
tower all day. By the time Coleman was 8 years old,
he would climb the tower on his own. These early
years must have had a lasting impression, because
today Coleman is a top forester with Hydro One.
After 1968, Arnold transferred to Fish and Game,
and Millard Oliver took over the tower watchman
job until it was decommissioned in 1972. Mrs. Florence Oliver tells me Millard was in the tower when
a vicious lightning storm came up unexpectedly and
he was forced to stay in the tower because of the

danger of lightning striking the steel. Mrs. Oliver
said she never was brave enough to climb the
tower and when she brought her husband his lunch,
he had to come down for it.

Myers Cave Tower, 1955 photo
Dept. of Lands and Forests collection
Courtesy of Gary Long
Myer’s Cave Tower is located on what is known as
Tower Road just east of Myer’s Cave on North
Frontenac Road 506. This tower was an important
one in the system, overlooking Marble, Mississagagon, Kashwakamak and Gull Lakes with many
resorts and camps in the area. Ezra Wheeler, Harvey Spencer, Jim Perry and Oscar Lemke manned
this tower over the years. Jim was probably the
best known; he would welcome guests to come up
to admire the view and explain the working of the
system. After a long day, Jim would walk to
Myer’s Cave and stay overnight with his brother
George and sister-in-law Beatrice Perry. In the
morning, he would go to Myer’s Cave Lodge, start
the kitchen wood stove for cooking the breakfast
for the many tourists. Ellery Thompson of Kaladar
Northern Telephone told me that the phone batteries had to be changed at this tower on a regular
basis. If the fire watch was slow, Jim would call
friends and visit so the batteries would run down
quickly. (continued page 10)
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The first phone lines were installed from
Northbrook in 1910 for Lands & Forests fire protection. The line from Denbigh to Plevna was
built in 1921, then lines into Griffith and Matawachen. Lines were built to serve the fire towers and
overnight cabin. A line was even built from Denbigh to Dacre, an amazing feat considering electricity had not been introduced to the area. The
Gatineau Hydro transmission lines were built
around 1927.
Fire detection progressed from the use of the
towers to aircraft. Arnold Flieler of Fernleigh,
worked through the Tweed Ministry of Natural
Resources offices. He had a Piper PA-11 float
plane kept at his base near his home on Mississagagon Lake. The first radio was installed in his
aircraft May 13, 1977 and this was used to contact
Ministry offices in Tweed or Carleton Place.
In addition to fire detection, he would fly men
and equipment in to fight fires. When the area was
not accessible by road, he would fly them to a
lake nearest the fire and they would walk from
there. This was labeled “Fire Suppression”. Arnold’s wife, Eileen, has shared with us some of
his notes regarding his work.

Fire Detection Flights
I usually start about 1:30 pm. On a good
clear day, about 2:45. Hazy days take about
10 minutes longer. If a fire is spotted, it
takes about 20 minutes to pinpoint the location and log the information.
Info logged: base camp number, then block
number—read up, then left.
Water supply if needed is logged; often this
is a beaver pond.
Some small smokes are easily missed as
there is sometimes just a puff of smoke,
then later another puff before you actually
see any flame. When it is hazy, a beaver
pond can look like smoke. Also dust from
rock crushers. The info is radioed in to
Tweed or Carleton Place; reception is often
poor before a thunderstorm. The dumps are
marked on my map, as these are set on fire,
so I expect smoke near dumps. Dry storms,
(lightning without rain) are a problem. Distance is hard to estimate from the air.
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The fire tower account was written September
2007 by John Bolton. His notes were compiled
from conversations with people who were involved with the early fire detection systems.
Our thanks to all who took the time to tell their
stories.
Ed. Note—On behalf of the whole historical
society, we would like to thank John for this
excellent article. What a superb job; it is so full
of information and human interest stories. It
was well worth the wait. CM

*****
Denbigh-Matawatchen
Heritage Bus Trip
Carol Morrow

Saturday, September 29 dawned sunny and
warm, a perfect day for a bus tour sponsored
by the Cloyne and District Historical Society.
A full busload of eager passengers left the
Pioneer Museum in Cloyne for a historical
tour of Denbigh and area. Denbigh’s earliest
settlers filtered in from Leeds and Prince Edward counties, but many of these later left to
be replaced by immigrants, many of them
from Germany.
Jane Potyok gave a description of the
Eady and Graham Lumber Mill on Louse
Creek, a stop along Hwy 41 north of the
Moosehorn Restaurant. Jane recalled for the
group her days as a young child enjoying visits to the family operation with its huge cookhouse, large horse barn, and the actual mill
itself back along the Creek. In its hey-day, the
Eady and Graham mill supplied quality lumber for Gibbards Furniture. By 1957 the area
was getting pretty well “lumbered out” and
the mill closed shortly after that. The location
is now overgrown with pines, and all that remains of this thriving operation is the cookhouse chimney.
Roy Berndt of Denbigh had his antique
engine display ready when the bus arrived
there. It was most interesting to see these old
monsters in operating condition with a fresh
coat of paint.

More Photos of
Adolphstown Field Trip

From Vennachar, the bus meandered crosscountry along the rivers and around Centennial
Lake to the old village of Matawatchan. The
colours were at their peak and it was a beautiful drive over the hills and winding roadway.
Surprisingly there is quite respectable farmland
once you leave Hwy 41, and you would never
know there was so much history with interesting stories of the area. Around a bend you
could often see scenic pasture-land across a
valley with a farm house and buildings perched
along the crest. Gary Ferguson boarded the bus
along this route and gave the guided tour. He
pointed out spots where once stores, churches,
and schools thrived in “them thar hills”. In one
place a potash business operated and in another
a sawmill. Where the counties of Renfrew,
Frontenac and Lennox & Addington meet, people were farmers or worked in the bush. All
these services are gone now in the name of
progress, centralized schools, reorganized municipal government and shifting population.
Many residences still remain and the people
either commute to work, have found their little
niche in this wide community that was once
known as Miller, or have returned to their
childhood home after retirement from some
career “out front”.
After lunch, Roy pointed out some of the
historic landmarks of Denbigh. Thanks to our
tour guides Jane Potyok, Roy Berndt and Gary
Ferguson for giving of their time and knowledge. Every year, each heritage tour is better
than the last.

Historical Society members hear Brandt Zatterberg’s description of the settlers’ arrival at
Adolphustown in bateaux.

Interior of the historic Hay Bay Church established in 1792 by the Adolphustown settlers.

Genealogy Corner
is suspended this issue.
Look for us to return in the spring 2008 issue.
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The Cloyne and District Historical Society
Box 228
Cloyne, ON, K0H 1K0
We invite you to show your support for local history by becoming a patron of the Cloyne Pioneer Museum, and/or becoming a member of the Historical Society. For all donations, including Patron fees,
charitable receipts for income tax purposes will be issued for amounts of $10.00 or more. Membership fees are ineligible by law for charitable receipts.

********************************************************************
I wish to become a Patron of the Cloyne Pioneer Museum.
The annual fee of $25 includes 2 newsletters, mailed free of charge, and a window decal.
Enclosing $25.00 Patron Fee +_______ Donation =

Total ________

On patron acknowledgments, my name or my company's name should appear
as________________________________________________________________

*******************************************************************
I wish to become a member of the Cloyne and District Historical Society

Annual Membership is $5.00 per person. New _______ Renewal _______.
Membership ……$______
Donation ……….$______
Postage …………$______ (Add $6.00 if you wish newsletters mailed.)
Total ……………$______

*******************************************************************
Name

_______________________________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________________________
Town/City __________________________________
Postal Code _________________________________
Telephone __________________________________
E-mail Address ______________________________
For the Year ________________________________
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